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Contribution of Robotics in Medical
Applications A Literary Survey

Abdul Hadi Himel, Farjana Abedin Boby, Sabrina Saba,
Tajim Md. Niamat Ullah Akhund , and K. M. Akkas Ali

Abstract This paper provides an overview of robotics in medical science. After
discussing the basic medical robot’s idea, the future of medical robotics and the
types of medical application are also discussed. One of the ambitions of this work
is to deeply discuss the challenges and difficulties of medical robots. This paper
presents year-wise discussion of medical robots which provides a throughout idea
about what is happening in medical robots from the last 30 years to the next 30 years.

Keywords Robotics · IoT · Robotic surgery · Automated medical system

1 Introduction

In this day and age, themedical framework is very best in class, wheremedical robots
are notable for their jobs in a medical procedure, explicitly the utilization of robots,
PCs, and programming to precisely control careful instruments through at least one
little entry points for different surgeries. Late many years have seen a perceptible
improvement in data and correspondence innovation (ICT) [1]. This advancement
has prompted coming of different sorts of robots in dominant part of enterprises,
to be specific assembling, military, and medical services, amusement, and family.
In the medical area, assistive medical robots and gadgets assume generous part in
senior residents’ lives [2]. The feeling of inundation that the robot gives implies
that the specialist is more engaged, bringing about improved dynamic and patient
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results. The ergonomics of the robot imply that the specialist is less focused and tired,
bringing about better dynamic and diminished change to open a medical procedure.
This would help effectiveness an extraordinary arrangement by killing tedious home
visits [3]. The most inescapable careful robot, Intuitive careful da Vinci framework,
has been examined in more than 4,000 friend investigated distributions, was cleared
by the United States’ Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for numerous classes
of tasks, and was utilized in 80% of extremist prostatectomies acted in the USA for
2008, only nine years after the framework went available [4]. New uses for medical
robots are made routinely, as in the underlying phases of any innovation driven
transformation [5]. Medical robots have advanced from self-sufficient frameworks
to tele-worked stages and precisely grounded, helpfully controlled robots [6].

2 Background Study

An assortment of characterizations for various sorts of robots helps to depict these
heterogeneous gadgets. Mechanical innovation is discovering its way into different
surgeries, both reconsidering the manner in which current systems are executed and
empowering new methodology [7]. Robots can be described as computerized arms,
cell phones, plants, or tele-mechanical gadgets.Moreover, they canbedynamic, semi-
dynamic, or aloof. Dynamic gadgets are absolutely programmable and complete
errands autonomously. One can envision a doctor entering three-dimensional (3D)
registered tomography information into a PC and afterward programming the PC
to guide a plant to eliminate specific regions of bone. The majority of the negli-
gibly intrusive assignments by and large and thoracic medical procedure show
similar fundamental qualities, which incorporate restricted admittance to theworking
volume inside the body, frequently moved toward utilizing little entry points through
the stomach or thoracic dividers. These cuts go about as rotate focuses for careful
devices, yet additionally confine the developments of devices inside the body. This
segment will outline the best in class in automated frameworks intended to beat
these constraints. The creators express that this improved model expanded turning
capacity and gave higher foothold during headway, close to the initial phase in plan-
ning a remote portable robot for heart mediations [8], including, yet not restricted
to, laparoscopic medical procedure in instinctive medical procedure, genecology, MI
heart medical procedure, and urologic medical procedure, for example, laparoscopic
prostatectomy, revolutionary prostatectomy, and extremist cystectomy [9]. IoT based
robotic systems are making change in the field of EVM [10], EVS [11], neuropa-
tient management [12], COVID-19 affected people management [13], hotel waiter
systems [14], and virus-affected patient management [15]. Robotics can also make
change in farming [16], nursing in hospitals [17], and remote sensing. An overview
of modern surgical robots applying the SEBMA acronym is shown in Fig. 1.

Robots are wherever from sci-fi to your neighborhood emergency clinic, where
they are evolving medical care. Generally, these robots take after R2D2 from Star
Wars more than they do a humanoid, yet they are having a major effect on the
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Fig. 1 Evolution of five
generations of surgical
robotics

field of medication [18]. The strategy is known as “container endoscopy” got FDA
endorsement year’s prior, yet current innovation may at long last convey on the
entirety of its guarantees.

3 Robotics in Medical Science: Past, Present, and Future

Robots for clinical software has been at first gotten from modern robots Job based
classifications can be more helpful in light of the fact that they are sweeping and
address innovation engineers just as end-clients [18]. There are some role like:

1. Passive role: The job of the robot is restricted in extension or its contribution is
generally okay.

2. Restricted role: The robot is answerable for more obtrusive assignments with
higher danger, and however, is as yet confined from fundamental bits of the
technique.

3. Active role: The robot is personally engaged with the technique and conveys
high obligation and danger.

The initially recorded mechanical surgery—a CT-guided mind biopsy—occurred
on April 11, 1985, at the Memorial Medical Center, Long Beach, CA, USA [19].
Figure 2 shows the surgical and oncology overview.

Mechanical innovation plans to improve the urologist’s careful results by adjusting
his/her own human specialized deficiencies; the incorporation of present-day PCs
and computerized imaging will just take these advances further [20]. Contemporary
robots are right now being utilized to do the positions which were risky, filthy, or
exhausting. All that we have imagined about robots 10 years prior has gradually
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Fig. 2 Surgical and oncology overview

Table 1 Past, present, and future of robotics in medical science

Year Description

1985 First robotic surgery performed

1988 Transurethral resection performed by PROBOT

1992 ROBODOC performed total hip arthroplasty

1993 First performed AESOP

1995 Intuitive surgical is founded

1997 First laparoscopy performed using a robotic system

2000 Da Vinci and ZEUS surgical systems approved by FDA

2001 First transatlantic robot-assisted procedure

2003 Computer motion and intuitive surgical merge into one company ZEUS is disconnected

2008 Sensei & Spine assist received FDA approval for intravascular and spinal procedures
respectively

2012 23,000 hip and knee procedures conducted with MAKO globally

2013 Over 500,000 surgical procedures performed worldwide with the Vinci

2016 Over half of prostatectomies are performed robotically in the USA

2019 Over 5,000 da Vinci surgical systems installed worldwide 6 million surgeries globally

become a reality [21]. The past, present, and future of robotics in medical science is
discussed in Table 1.

4 Robotics Application

Robots can be arranged utilizing a fewmeasures like the application territory, control
methods, actuators, mathematical setup, shrewd robots, and others [22].
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4.1 Medical Transportation Robots

Supplies, drugs, and dinners are conveyed to patients and staff by these robots,
subsequently upgrading correspondence between specialists, medical clinic staff
individuals, and patients [23]. There is, in any case, a requirement for profoundly
progressed and practical indoor route frameworks dependent on sensor combination
area innovation to make the navigational capacities of transportation robots heartier
[24].

4.2 Sanitation and Disinfection Robots

With the expansion in anti-microbial safemicroorganisms and episodes of destructive
contaminations like Ebola, more medical services offices are utilizing robots to clean
and sanitize surfaces. “Presently, the essential techniques utilized for sanitization are
UV light and hydrogen peroxide fumes,” says Sahi. These robots can clean a room
of any microorganisms and infections in no time [25].

4.3 Robotic Prescription Dispensing Systems

The greatest favorable circumstances of robots are speed and exactness, two high-
lights that are vital to drug stores. “Robotized administering frameworks have
progressed to where robots would now be able to deal with powder, fluids, and excep-
tionally gooey materials, with a lot higher speed and exactness than previously,” says
Sahi [26].

4.4 Cardiac Devices

When a patient is determined to have cardiovascular breakdown (HF), the heart
cannot siphon adequate blood to keep up tissue perfusion [27].

4.5 Soft Grippers

Another concentration in the advancement of delicate careful applications, particu-
larly for negligibly obtrusive medical procedure, is delicate careful graspers. Sensi-
tive withdrawal and control are regularly basic goals in effective surgeries; however,
metallic forceps have not exactly ideal pressing factor conveyance [6].
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4.6 Wearable Soft Robots

Dynamic versatility can be accomplished either by utilizing consistence and
impedance control on robots that depend on unbending connections or by utilizing
delicate robotsmade ofmaterials that have inborn versatile qualities [28]. Biomimetic
approaches, for example, muscle-like dynamic advancements, including electro-
active polymers (EAPs), SMAs, and FFAs, have been utilized with the point of
abusing their natural variable solidness.

5 Future of Robotics in Medical Science

Early usage of medical mechanical technology was troublesome in light of the fact
that specialists expected to have an exact specification of the errand [29]. In this
manner, engineers needed to visit the working room and construe the estimations
of actual boundaries they thought suitable to a technique [30]. Medical advanced
mechanics moderately effectively in the research facility by methods for modern
frameworks, medical application is a lot of really requesting [31]. The robot was
planned with a unique reason structure that compelled slices to the ideal district [32].
In spite of the fact that specialists had believed that this element was attractive, their
disquiet with being eyewitnesses of a system that was generally in the control of the
robot developer before long became apparent [33]. The monetary favorable circum-
stances, expanded accuracy, and improved nature of item relentlessly exhibited by
mechanical robots invigorated the utilization of robots in the wellbeing area [34].
The joining of automated innovation in the neurosurgical working room is by all
accounts inevitable, as careful advantages have been evaluated for ongoing robot-
helped intercessions [35]. The recently depicted AI developments inmedical care are
mechanically progressive. This insurgency will advance in gradual advances [36].
For instance, a calculation will group their tumor at a granularity far better than us
as of now unrefined TNM organizing framework to make an individualized treat-
ment plan [37]. It will probably begin with basic direction, for instance, to improve
laparoscopic port position or help connect preoperative imaging [38]. It will like-
wise offer a “telephone a-companion” usefulness to associate with specialists for
help. With proceeded with advancement, this innovation will eventually form into
an intraoperative “GPS,” managing a specialist through an activity bit by bit [39].

The currentmarket share of robotics is illustrated in Fig. 3. Since these innovations
will join information from across emergency clinics and even nations [40]. Other
little assignments may incorporate fascial conclusion or anastomoses. Effectively,
the smart tissue [41]. In the more inaccessible future, these steady self-sufficient
advances will join until maybe completely self-governing a medical procedure is
figured it out. The expression “Working Room of the Future” (ORF) first showed up
in PubMed in a 1992 by Jolesz and Shtern [42].
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Fig. 3 Medical robotics
market share

6 Conclusion

This work represented the history of robotics in medical sciences. This study focused
on robotics applications inmedical fields, IoT based robotic systems inmedical appli-
cations, robotic surgery, Automated medical system, and so on. This work presented
a literary survey of robotics applications related with medical sciences in a structured
way from past to future world. In some extent, this work is limited because lack of
data was found. But in future, this work will lead to new inventions in IoT based
robots in medical field.
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